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P R O D U C T  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

MAXIMIZE YOU STORAGE FACILITY

The very narrow aisle (VNA) cantilever is ideal for 
tighter floor space for side loader forklifts. VNA 
cantilevers almost allows you to double your 
storage capacity with shorter aisle width while 
keeping its versatility of storing multiple types of 
materials!

A VNA also adapts itself very well to taller 
warehouse storage with the potential of 
expanding in height. It can be accessorized with 
full wire mesh or plywood shelves for the storage 
of irregular shaped items such as furniture 
pieces. Finally, it can be fitted with structural 
guide rails.

CANTILEVER SUPPORTED ROOFING SYSTEMS 
WITH WOODEN OR METAL TRUSSES

Protect your stored materials from the elements. 
Our outdoor cantilever racking systems are 
available in L or T sheds with structural steel 
uprights and treated wood joists or metal 
trusses.

Ideal for the outdoor storage of lumber, steel 
plates, steel channels, plywoods and steel 
tubings that can thus be left outside and yet be 
protected from the rain, snow, and sun.

Our cantilever supported roofing systems can be 
custom manufactured according to your unique  
specifications.

CANTILEVER SUPPORTED BUILDING WITH 
WOODEN TRUSSES

The cantilever with structural steel rack 
supported buildings are a quite unique system 
where building columns are removed as they 
become irrelevant since the steel used for the 
structure is less than what is required for a free 
standing warehouse storage area.

Cantilever rack supported buildings are thus 
ideal as drive-thru buildings that can be 
customized with single, double or multiple aisle 
to create a fully customizable facility based on 
the client needs.

IDEAL FOR MANUAL OPERATIONS

The light duty cantilever rack is the perfect 
solution for storing long and light loads without 
the use of heavy machinery. While it is 
manufactured with structural steel, it remains 
easy to assemble and configure while being also 
adaptable to different heights and types of 
goods.

It can be fitted on one side of the structure only, 
with lightweight items such as beams, profiles, 
pipes and timber that are stored manually. The 
light duty cantilever can also be accessorized as 
a double sided racking with full wire mesh or 
plywood shelves.

Heavy Duty Cantilever L Shed Cantilever T Shed Cantilever

COST-EFFICIENT MAXIMIZED OUTPUT
Our engineering team is available to provide
personnalized technical support throughout
the duration of your project in order to
maximize output.

COLUMN SIZE HEIGHT ANCHOR
W8 to W21 8ft to 35ft 5/8” to 4¼

BASE LENGTH KIT A490
W8 to W21 24“ to 72” 3/4” to 2¾”

ARMS LENGTH KIT A325
HSS to S6 24“ to 72” 3/4” to 2¾”



STRUCTURAL STEEL
CANTILEVERs

Our QuickShip program is centered around 

you and your business! An efficiently 

implemented system means no delays and 

no downtime in your daily operations.

Our inventory contains the most popular 

(standard) sizes used in the industry. 

See below:

Built For Life!

We promise to give a response within 24 hrs!

We offer the best guarantee on our  
cantilever racks because our product meets  
the best standards in the industry for quality, 
efficiency, safety and economy.

 COLUMN BASE  ARM

W8 12ft 48” S4 48”
W8 16ft 52” S4 52”

We have the cantilever you want in stock &




